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1. Research Question

What is granular synthesis and how can it be applied to a soundscape composition?

2. Introduction

Granular synthesis is the method whereby sound is broken into “granules” of audio which 
work on the micro-sound timescale. This method of synthesis enables the stretching of 
audio by time without changing pitch, and pitch without changing time. It also operates as 
an audio “microscope” enabling the listener to hear particles of audio which are too short in 
time for the human ear to perceive.

The research will look at the work of contemporary and past artists who have applied the 
technique within their work. The aim is to investigate how the method can be used to 
create a soundscape through the use of pre-recorded audio samples, using current 
software and synthesis techniques. A series of audio recordings will be created that are 
experiments with granular synthesis techniques and soundscape design.

The key result of this research is to use the knowledge gained to develop a soundscape 
composition created from pre-recorded audio samples of radio-waves captured from space 
objects. The aim is to create a composition, which enables the listener to experience vast 
contrasts in time and space in an auditory form, from the infinite largeness of space to the 
infinitely small particle. During the process of this research a variety of experiments with 
granular synthesis will be produced, resulting in a soundscape composition. Alongside the 
research, a DVD is attached which includes a portfolio of research, copies of sketchbooks 
and audio examples. A detailed description of the contents of the DVD can be found in 
Appendix A.

3. Research Methodology

A range of methodologies were used during the course of the research project. Two types 
of research were primarily used: practice-led and library/archive based. The library based 
methodology was primarily used to research the background information on the historic 
context and artistic use of granular synthesis, along with how it has been used in past and 
current practice. This was done through the reading of books, peer reviewed journals and 
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listening to a range of soundscape designs/compositions which have an emphasis on the 
use of the synthesis technique to help define the context of the work that will be produced. 
There are some key issues with this methodology, which is why one method was not relied 
upon solely. Although a good knowledge of the context of the work being produced was 
gained from this research element, it was impossible to truly understand the technique 
without some form of practice-led research alongside. The practice-led research used a 
combination of medium exploration and practice based experiential learning, to explore 
this form of synthesis in a methodical way. “Practice-based research prioritises some 
property of experience arising through practice, over cognitive content arising from 
reflection on practice” (Biggs, 2004: 2)

The aim of the research is to focus on how this particular form of practice can be used 
within my own soundscape design. It is important to review the context of other artists 
work and how they have used this technique to aid the understanding when creating my 
own soundscape. The aim of the research was to aid in gaining a new understanding 
about my own practice and develop my work based on the knowledge gained. During the 
course of this practice-led research, one of the key goals was to explore this particular 
medium, to explore some of the capabilities of the software and how I could therefore 
apply it within the artistic context of soundscape design.

4. Research Plan

To achieve the research aims within the limited timeframe, it was important to maintain 
focus and structure. Both soundscape design and granular synthesis are potentially quite 
broad and complex topics. The primary aims are to explore granular synthesis and how it 
can be applied to soundscape composition. To achieve this the research took the following 
structure and aims:

• Understand what granular synthesis is
• Look at past and contemporary artists and their practice by exploring examples of 

their work
• Use a limited range of synthesis software (see Appendix.B)
• Gather a range of pre-recorded sounds of radio-waves from space objects
• Explore some basic granular synthesis techniques
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• Using the techniques developed, create a series of audio experiments resulting in a 
final soundscape design

• Reflect upon the process and potential of the techniques that have been explored

5. Research

“Where people had felt the necessity to stick sounds together to make a continuity, we felt 
the necessity to get rid of the glue so that sounds would be themselves” (Cage 1959)

Hearing and sound can work on a variety of different time scales, from the infinite to 
infinitesimal (fig.1) (Roads, 2001:3). Granular synthesis enables the exploration of the 
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micro-sound scale. The illusion of sound is made up from many particles (Schaeffer, 
1972:256). Granular synthesis enables you to break sound down into its components 
called “micro-events” - which are very short sounds, near the threshold of normal 
perception. 

5.1 What is Granular Synthesis?

“All sounds, even continuous tones are made from a succession of particles of acoustical 
energy” (Gabor 1940)

Granular Synthesis is created from sounds grains that are near the threshold of human 
hearing (from 1 to 100ms). Each grain contains a waveform shaped by an amplitude 
envelope (Roads, 2001:131). By combining thousands together over time you create sonic 
atmospheres created in a grain generator (fig.2).

Granular synthesis has a variety of different uses; it is commonly used in modern 
recording software, such as Ableton Live or Logic for audio manipulation and time 
stretching techniques. Because of the nature of granular synthesis it has also been used 
within soundscape design and composition. One of the earliest forms of soundscape 
design came from the experimental French composer, Pierre Schaeffer. 

5.2 Music Concrète

During the 1940s, Schaeffer created sound effects for radio and film compositions, which 
lead to the development of Musique Concrète. One of the fundamental techniques used 
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within this compositional form is the use of recordings of natural sounds overlaid to create 
montage soundscapes. The sounds can be manipulated in any way before creating the 
composition. One of the key principals used to manipulate the sounds used within this 
form of composition is the “...strategies of variation, and therefore the composition itself is 
the transformation of the source material.” (Roads, 2001:181). Particularly notable work 
from that period are compositions such as Konkrete Etüde (1952) by Stockhausen, Etude 
aux Chemins de fer (1948) by Schaeffer and Astrologie (1953) by Henry (on the DVD in    
< 2 Audio / 1 Examples >).

One of the first forms of granular synthesiser was the “Kinematical Frequency Convertor”, 
invented in 1946 by Dennis Gabor (fig.3). This was a sound granulator which used a 
16mm projector system. This allowed Gabor to experiment with pitch-time shifting 
experiments - which allowed changing of pitch of a sound without changing duration or 
vice versa. He also pioneered the use of mathematical models in music. 

5.3 Iannis Xenakis

Xenakis was one of the most-important avant garde composers and played a key role in 
the use of granular synthesis in compositions. He looked at developments of science and 
technology alongside his musical composition and music theories (Roads 2001:83). 
Xenakis used early forms of granulation within some of his compositions (on the DVD in < 
2 Audio / 1 Examples >), in particular: 
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• Concret PH (1958) - This was an electroacoustical composition. This was created 
prior to the computer technology available today - a time consuming undertaking. It 
was created by splicing magnetic audio tape. To create the textures for this, Xenakis 
mixed recordings of burning wood embers cut into 1 second fragments and slightly 
manipulated with effects. He spliced the magnetic tape together and played with tape 
speed changes and mixing in the studio - this was a form of sound sculpture rather 
than composition and one of the first uses of granulated sounds in a composition.

• Analogique B (1959) - Xenakis proposed a hypothesis that “every sound could be 
understood as the assembly of a number of elementary particles” (Roads, 2001:65). 
This composition was created from granular sounds produced by recording of sine 
tones emitted onto tape, then cut into fragments. Analogique B was created by 
scattering sound grains onto grids, called screens by Xenakis. “The screens 
represented elementary sonic quanta in three dimensions: difference thresholds in 
frequency, amplitude, and time.” (Roads, 2001:65)

5.4 Barry Truax

Barry Truax is a contemporary composer who specialises in the real time use of granular 
synthesis for soundscape creation. Riverrun (1986) (on the DVD in < 2 Audio / 1 
Examples >) was created from “synthesised grains which are either simple waveforms or 
FM signals” (Truax, 1990:124). He discussed the idea that the grains of sound are like 
“swarms” of sounds with great complexity, which act much like water. “The fundamental 
paradox of granular synthesis - that the enormously rich and powerful textures it produces 
result from its being based on the most “trivial” grains of sound - which suggest a 
metaphoric relation to the river whose power is based on the accumulation of countless 
“powerless” droplets of water” (Truax, 1990:124).

All of the compositions discussed above create a different mode of listening to 
conventional forms of music, through the intense and evolving nature of the sounds 
(Truax, 1990:39). Riverrun in particular captures the force of a river in the way the grains 
of sound build up in intensity and flow like a river. This concept had a major influence on 
the development of the final soundscape design, and influenced the choices made with 
regards to the sounds chosen and the concept behind the idea.
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6. Soundscape Concept Development

The aim of the research has been to apply the knowledge gathered about the artistic 
context and application of granular synthesis. The final aim being the creation of a 
soundscape. The idea of creating an installation created from audio samples of radio-
waves captured from space was developed. It was influenced by Truax's idea of “rivers” 
being created from particles of audio. In some respects the universe is similar, it is created 
from particles, much like water, or sound, to create the universe around us. The sounds 
generated by the radio waves of planets can be converted into audio waveforms and 
produce incredibly eerie and intense soundscapes individually. Granular synthesis enables 
the breakdown of these radio waves into particles, which can in turn be blended together 
to create a soundscape - much in the way Musique Concrète was created from pre-
recorded sounds montaged together. These granulated sounds could be sequenced to 
form a shape to represent the intensity of the universe around us. Due to time constraints 
and the intention to maintain focus, I chose to use pre-recorded sounds for the final 
soundscape. A copy of the sketchbook with the idea development and planning can be 
found on the DVD in < 4 Research Planning >.

7. Research Results

A detailed document covering the practice-led research process and initial experiments 
that went into developing the final soundscape can be found in detail in Appendix.B. The 
audio results of this can also be found in < 2 Audio /  3 Planet Sounds > on the DVD and 
are also discussed in the aforementioned document in detail. All original audio recordings 
were sourced audio from a NASA CD entitled Symphonies Of The Planets (1993). If this 
project were to develop further it would be preferable to source original sounds from radio-
telescopes. The final piece Particle Sounds located in the root folder of the DVD.

8. Conclusion

“The basis of granular synthesis in the seemingly trivial grain has had a powerful effect on 
my way of thinking about sound. It clearly juxtaposes the micro and macro levels, as the 
richness of the latter lies in stark contrast to the insignificance of the former” (Truax 1990)
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The concept of particles can be traced back to 1907 to Einstein's prediction of phonons. 
Dennis Gabor was one of Einstein's pupils and brought Einstein's particle model to sound. 
The technique of granular synthesis allows you to sculpt sound particles which can be 
molded, stretched and combined into new textures and soundscapes. It enables the 
listener to perceive normally imperceptible sounds or experience sounds in new and 
different ways. 

Technology has developed at a rapid pace and what was once a laborious and slow 
process is now available on a home computer, with more power and control than the early 
pioneers and artists had in this field. The research into the artistic practice of granular 
synthesis and the knowledge gained during this process has helped shape the final 
soundscape. The concept of creating and sculpting sound particles combined with the 
context of other practitioners and Musique Concrète helped shape the final piece and gave 
a context to work within. The tools and practice has enabled the creation of a soundscape 
which crosses within multiple timescales, and experience auditory forms that are natural 
and random in form but when broken down are structured like everything else around us, 
from particles.

Word Count: 2179
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Appendix A: DVD Contents

The attached DVD contains a variety of resources to support the research project along 
with the final soundscape design. This document will give a brief description of the 
supporting files and the folder structure.

< 1 Academic Papers >

This folder contains some of the academic research papers referred to in the essay in .pdf 
format.

• A Conversation on Concrete Music and Kinetic Art - Frank J. Malina and Pierre 
Schaeffer

• Astro Dub Morphologies - Edward George and Anna Piva
• Composing with real-time granular sound - Barry Truax
• Learning from Experience approaches to the experiential component of practice-

based research - Michael Biggs
• Practice-led Research and the Engagement with Truth - Dr Malcolm Quinn
• Reflections and Connections On the relationship between creative production and 

academic research - Edited by Tim O’Reilly
• State of the art in sound texture synthesis - Diemo Schwarz
• Sound Composition with Pulsars - Curtis Roads
• The evolution of granular synthesis - Curtis Roads
• Composing with time-shifted environmental sound - Barry Truax

< 2 Audio >

< 1 Examples>
1. Konkrete Etude - Stockhausen (1952) - Stockhausen's first "Musique 

concrète" this piece was realized in Pierre Schaeffer's studio in Paris.
2. Astrologie - Pierre Henry (1953)
3. Etude aux chemins de fer - Pierre Schaeffer (1948) - first piece of musique 

concrete made from the sound of trains
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4. Concret PH - Iannis Xenakis (1958)
5. Analogique A-B - Iannis Xenakis (1959)
6. Riverrun - Barry Truax (1986)

< 2 Audio Lectures >
! (see appendix C for a more detailed description of each of these lectures)

1. Jodcast - Sounds of space 
2. Gresham College - The Sounds Of The Universe

< 3 Planet Sounds >
! (see appendix B for a more detailed description and analysis of each of these 
sounds)

1. Autostretch.aif
2. 32 streams.aif
3. 16 streams.aif
4. 8 streams.aif
5. 4 streams.aif
6. 1 stream.aif
7. offset change.aif
8. grain change.aif
9. grain delay.aif
10.filter and streams.aif
11.borderlands 1 sound.wav
12.borderlands 3 sounds.wav
13.broderlands 3 sounds improvise.wav
14.borderlands gravity.wav

< Original Sounds >
1. Earth_audio.wav
2. IO_audio.wav
3. Mercury_audio.wav
4. Neptune_audio.wav
5. Saturn_audio.wav
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6. Uranus_audio.wav

< Granulated Sounds >
1. Earth.aif
2. IO.aif
3. Mercury.aif
4. Neptune.aif
5. Saturn.aif
6. Uranus.aif

< 3 Video >
(see appendix C for a more detailed description of each of these lectures)

1. Curtis Roads - What is granular synthesis? (1/3)
2. Curtis Roads - Getting granular (2/3)
3. Curtis Roads - Build it up (3/3)

< 4 Research Planning >

• Research in practice sketchbook - this is a copy of the sketchbook used when 
planning and developing the idea for the soundscape and research

< 5 Academic Research Poster >

• Academic Research Poster Design - a copy of the academic research which 
demonstrates the aims and direction of the initial research.
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Appendix B: Creating Particle Sounds
Introduction

The aim of this document is to explain the process I went through to create a soundscape - 
Particle Sounds. It also explains some of the experimentation and techniques throughout 
the journey in note/journal form to hopefully explain the thought process that resulted in 
the piece.

All sounds were acquired from recordings created by NASA and found on the Symphonies 
of the Planets CD - which is a 5-CD set of audio recordings of the electromagnetic "voices" 
of the outer Solar System, as recorded by instruments on board the Voyager I and II 
spacecraft which I acquired from eBay.

If I was to have further time in the future it would be substantially better to acquire some 
original sounds by making contact with specialists in the field. Due to time constraints and 
the focus of this research being primarily aimed at the study and application of Granular 
Synthesis, the decision was made to use copyrighted material for these initial 
experimentation's.

After the sounds were acquired I chose to limit myself to several sounds: Earth, Mercury, 
IO, Saturn, Neptune and Uranus. The reason this was done was as to maintain focus on 
the technique and composition due to time limitations. All the original recordings are of 
various lengths ranging from 15 mins up to 1 hour. These particular sounds were chosen 
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because of the different range of timbres and frequencies that I thought that would work 
well together.

Adobe Audition (fig.1) was used to top, tail and normalise the recordings and edit them 
down to about 10 - 15 mins per recording. The sounds were all converted into 16-bit 44.1 
kHz .wav files which work best with most DAW software.

MacPOD

A wide variety of demos, freeware and shareware software were initially tested which were 
either standalone (Mac and iPad) or VST/AU for Logic. After some experimentation and 
weighing up the pros/cons of each, ease of use and the costs involved I decided to use 2 
pieces of software. MacPOD (fig.2) for the Mac (standalone software) - which is free with 
no real limitations and Borderlands for the iPad which cost £2.99. 

The reason for downloading 2 pieces of software was the fact I tend to have my iPad with 
me which is convenient and the software was highly interactive with an interesting user 
interface which would be an interesting and different way to experiment with the technique.

On the CD in the < 2 Audio > folder you will find a copy of the results of the experiments 
that are discussed below. MacPOD is a powerful and simple to use Granular Synthesizer 
for the Mac. You load up .wav files into the interface and by tweak the sounds in real time 
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via a variety of parameters. It allows you slow/speed/reverse the sounds, change pitch, 
change streams of granules, filter, EQ, etc. Each takes place in real time with the only real 
limitation being that you can only load one sound at a time.

MacPOD Experiments

Track 1: Auto-stretch - earth sound 100% tempo > 1% tempo

Loaded up the Earth sound (fig.3) - just a simple short experiment using the default 
settings in the software slowing the sound down from 100% to 1% over a period of time 
which resulted in an incredibly interesting and eerie sound.
 
The next short series of audio experiments focus on a parameter called streams. When 
the audio is broken up into particles they are divided into "streams" of particles. It’s similar 
to a polyphonic keyboard in that you can limit the particles from 1 to 32 playing 
simultaneously. The more streams the smoother the sound, the less streams the more 
obvious the particles are, which creates a more rhythmic or percussive sound and enables 
you to hear the sound particles. The ADSR shape of these particles can also be changed.

Track 2: 50% tempo reduction - 32 streams

Track 3: 50% tempo reduction - 16 streams

Track 4: 50% tempo reduction - 8 streams

Track 5: 50% tempo reduction - 4 streams

Track 6: 50% tempo reduction - 1 stream
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Mercury Experiments

The next series of experiments focussed on three 
particular parameters the streams as previously 
mentioned, the grain duration and the grain offset. 
The grain duration affects the length of the particle 
which is played back and the offset changes when 
the grain is triggered in comparison to another grain 
(fig.4). This time it created and interesting 
percussive and evolving sound.

Track 7: 1% tempo 32 streams 169ms offset > 1ms offset > 169 ms

Track 8: 25% tempo grain duration 80ms > 160ms > 32ms

Track 9: 1% tempo 8 streams grain delay 0ms > 400ms

Saturn Experiments

The final audio experiment in MacPOD which again 
played with a variety of parameters (fig.5), with a 
focus on the modulation and filter to create an 
evolving audio landscape using the sounds of 
Saturn.

Track 10: 8% tempo resonant filter with slow LFO 
modulation and variable streams 

Borderlands

Borderlands (fig.6) is a granular synthesizer for the 
iPad which varies quite substantially to the average 
synth due to its highly interactive and user-friendly 
interface which allows access to quite a powerful 
synth. Due to limitations on the RAM for iPads the 
sample lengths have to be shorter. Again the 
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original sounds were opened in Adobe Audition and trimmed to a more appropriate length - 
approx. 1m 30s per sample. A playlist is then created on the iPad called Borderlands, 
when the software opens it opens 3 simultaneous sounds which can be triggered in a wide 
variety of ways. I will not go into vast detail on how this works as detailed documentation 
can be found on the developers website.

Track 11: using one sound loaded into borderlands and experimenting with default 
settings

Track 12: 3 sounds (fig.7) loaded into borderlands and experimenting with voices and 
overlap

Track 13: 3 sounds loaded and experimenting with overlap, voices 1 - 32 and grain 
duration - also to achieve percussive sound the envelope was changed to slow
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Track 14: default settings for grain but using gravity effect which uses the iPad 
accelerometer to improvise parameter changes live with the sounds

From the experiments created in Borderlands I can conclude that it is a superb granular 
synthesizer with an excellent user interface which is incredibly intuitive. Although there are 
limitations in the size of the samples you can use in the application, this is outweighed by 
the nature of being able to manipulate multiple sounds at the same time with multiple 
“clouds” of grains. It is an excellent way to create a live improvised soundscape 
performance. The main issue was that I wanted substantially more control over how I 
shape the audio and therefore the soundscape shape. MacPOD was selected as the 
primary synthesizer and manipulate the sounds and Logic Pro 9 was selected to 
sequence, mix and master the recording.

Final Soundscape

As discussed in the research essay the reasoning behind this work was really to focus on 
learning about what granular synthesis is, how other artists have experimented with it 
within their soundscape designs, and create a piece based on this. Therefore my research 
has constrained me to focus on this primarily. If I was to have further time a substantial 
amount of work needs to be done looking at the space/radio-wave aspect. For the time 
being the concept is to use the knowledge gained to develop a soundscape composition 
created from pre-recorded audio samples of radio-waves captured from space objects. 
The aim was to create a composition, which enables the listener to experience vast 
contrasts in time and space in an auditory form, from the infinite largeness of space to the 
infinitely small particle (fig.9). You can find my planning and sketch book on the attached 
CD in < 4 Research Planning > which will hopefully help explain how I reached this point. 
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I developed a structure for the composition 
(fig.10) based on expansion and contraction 
theory, in that the universe expands and 
contracts infinitely. I wanted this project to be 
a representation of one loop of this infinite 
expansion and contraction. I wanted to toy 
with the idea of the fact that granular 
synthesis allows you to hear individual 
particles of audio -  the universe is made from 
particles. This was to be an auditory representation of this. I wanted the listener to 
be able to hear the chaos of the universe around us. The original sounds themselves are 
dark and eerie, but when broken down into particles and slowed down, allows the listener 
to explore the hidden rhythms and particles of the universe.

I decided that the best way to do this would be to load each sound into MacPOD and 
tweak to produce and intense dark sound that I could combine with the others in Logic and 
sequence together to create the desired structure for my piece.

Sound Settings

These are the settings (fig.11) used for each sound:

Earth - default
IO - with gradual increase in tempo 1% - 
15%
Mercury - 4% tempo 32 streams 354ms 
grain duration
Saturn - 9% tempo variable random grain 
length
Uranus - 10% tempo 80ms grain 32 
streams
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Fig. 10

Fig. 11



Composition

Once a satisfactory result for each sound had been achieved, each sound was exported 
from MacPOD into Logic (fig.12) for sequencing the soundscape composition, some basic 
mixing and mastering. I wanted the sounds to speak for themselves so limited the 
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Fig. 12

Fig. 14

Fig. 13



processing. A structure was created (fig.13). These sounds were layered and sequenced 
then various automation was applied to the track volume, panning, etc to create the 
intense sound structure that I wanted to achieve. I did not want to do too much processing 
as I wanted the sounds to speak for themselves. To balance the sounds and have a wide 
range of frequencies a simple parametric EQ was applied to each track along with a 
compressor/limiter (fig.14).

Once the final balance and track structure was achieved, which was a very experimental 
process, a final EQ, multi-band compressor, exciter and limiter was applied to the master 
output. The audio was bounced down to a .wav file which can be found on the attached 
CD in the top folder called < particle sounds.wav >.

Audio Recordings Courtesy of:

NASA – Symphonies Of The Planets
Label: LaserLight Digital
Format: CD 
Country: US
Released: 1993

“5-CD set of audio recordings of the electromagnetic "voices" of the outer Solar System, 
as recorded by instruments on board the Voyager I and II spacecraft. These recordings are 
processed using complex computer digital sampling techniques. 3-d surround sound 
processing with B.A.S.E. (Bedini Audio Spacial Environment) and B/MR Processing. 
Licensed from and (C) 1990 Brain/Mind Research.”

http://www.discogs.com/No-Artist-Symphonies-Of-The-Planets/release/631223
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Appendix C: Annotated Research File

This was a working document - to show the process and research planning. It 
is written in rough note form as it was created during the process of creating 
the project.

Research in Practice Unit: Particle sounds

Deadline: 10th January 2013

Aims/impact/need of research

I am going to research granular synthesis and how it can be applied through 
the form of sonic soundscapes. I will be looking at the message and form of 
current and past works and artists who also apply the technique within their 
art. I aim to investigate how the method can be used to create soundscapes 
through the use of samples, investigate the software currently available 
and the techniques, in which I will create a series of audio recordings of 
experiments with granular synthesis.

My main interest with this is to develop a soundscape installation created 
from audio samples of Radio-waves captured from space (planets or 
blackholes). I would like to create a Sonic installation, which enables the 
listener to experience vast shifts in time and space in an auditory (and 
eventually visual) form, from the infinite largeness of space to the infinitely 
small. (Quantum physics)

What in particular interests me?

The contrast between micro-sound and the vastness the sounds from 
infinite space. The ability to communicate a incredibly complex science in 
auditory form. To have some scientific value. The bigger picture. To help put 
into perspective our place in the universe. 
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Methodology

• Multimedia
• Experiential

• Action research
• archival, library and museum based research

• Structured/semi-structured interviews???
• Studio based practice/Medium exploration/Reflective practice

• Organic
• Semiotic
• Bricolage

Ethical issues

• Crediting others for work
• Crediting others for sound sources

Context of work

• Contemporary
• Historical - what can I add?
• Theoretical context - other ideas and frameworks would underpin the 

idea.
• Psychoacoustics - breaking into a new form/perception 

Research (books):

These are a range of books/documents/research papers that were 
investigated during the course of the research. This was sifted through and 
refined to find the most appropriate and useful information in the context of 
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the research project. The highlighted documents were referred to in the 
course of the research essay.

Sonification - Ben-Tal, O, & Berger, J 2004, 'Creative Aspects of Sonification', 
Leonardo, 37, 3, pp. 229-232, Art Full Text (H.W. Wilson), EBSCOhost, 
viewed 27 November 2012.

Astro Dub Morphologies - George, E, & Piva, A 2010, 'Astro Dub Morphologies', 
Journal Of Media Practice, 11, 1, pp. 47-57, Art Full Text (H.W. Wilson), EBSCOhost, 
viewed 27 November 2012.

A Conversation on Concrete Music and Kinetic Art

Frank J. Malina and Pierre Schaeffer
Leonardo , Vol. 5, No. 3 (Summer, 1972), pp. 255-260
Published by: The MIT Press
Article Stable URL: http://www.jstor.org/stable/1572388

Composing with Real-Time Granular Sound

Barry Truax
Perspectives of New Music , Vol. 28, No. 2 (Summer, 1990), pp. 120-134
Published by: Perspectives of New Music
Article Stable URL: http://www.jstor.org/stable/833014

Title:  Composing with Real-Time Granular Sound
Author(s):  Barry Truax
Source:  Perspectives of New Music, Vol. 28, No. 2  (Summer, 1990), pp. 120-134
Publisher(s): Perspectives of New Music
Stable URL:  http://www.jstor.org/stable/833014

http://books.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=9821 - Einstein's unfinished 
symphony, listening to the sounds of space

http://www.europeana.eu/portal/record/
91401/07DEB50D539FF0DC5BA0C56FCD791335A6E8E57F.html?
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start=5&query=granular+synthesis - How Musical are Images? From Sound 
Representation to Image Sonification: An Eco Systemic Approach

http://www.europeana.eu/portal/record/91401/
F83C1C9C10096DB57768EECB84D3FED092E6A6AB.html?
start=4&query=granular+synthesis&returnTo=TL - Gabor, Multi-
Representation Real-Time Analysis/Synthesis

http://search.proquest.com/docview/65517594/13A409A6C1050A496EE/2?
accountid=16671 - granular synthesis

http://search.proquest.com/docview/65586872/13A409A6C1050A496EE/5?
accountid=16671 - Art in America, Kurt Hentschlager and Ulf Langheinrich, 
Machine Dreams

http://web.ebscohost.com/ehost/detail?
vid=3&hid=119&sid=0101b603-902a-4e9b-
a633-9f8ed2c26757%40sessionmgr114&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ
%3d%3d#db=aft&AN=505293167 - Astro dub morphologies

http://www.jstor.org/stable/833014?
&Search=yes&searchText=granular&searchText=synthesis&list=hide&search
Uri=%2Faction%2FdoBasicSearch%3FQuery%3Dgranular%2Bsynthesis
%26acc%3Don%26wc
%3Don&prevSearch=&item=3&ttl=195&returnArticleService=showFullText - 

Composing with Real-Time Granular Sound 

Barry Truax
Perspectives of New Music, Vol. 28, No. 2 (Summer, 1990), pp. 120-134

http://www.jstor.org/stable/1513207?

&Search=yes&searchText=granular&searchText=synthesis&list=hide&searchUri=
%2Faction%2FdoBasicSearch%3FQuery%3Dgranular%2Bsynthesis%26acc%3Don
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http://web.ebscohost.com/ehost/detail?vid=3&hid=119&sid=0101b603-902a-4e9b-a633-9f8ed2c26757%40sessionmgr114&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#db=aft&AN=505293167
http://web.ebscohost.com/ehost/detail?vid=3&hid=119&sid=0101b603-902a-4e9b-a633-9f8ed2c26757%40sessionmgr114&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#db=aft&AN=505293167
http://web.ebscohost.com/ehost/detail?vid=3&hid=119&sid=0101b603-902a-4e9b-a633-9f8ed2c26757%40sessionmgr114&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#db=aft&AN=505293167
http://web.ebscohost.com/ehost/detail?vid=3&hid=119&sid=0101b603-902a-4e9b-a633-9f8ed2c26757%40sessionmgr114&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#db=aft&AN=505293167
http://web.ebscohost.com/ehost/detail?vid=3&hid=119&sid=0101b603-902a-4e9b-a633-9f8ed2c26757%40sessionmgr114&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#db=aft&AN=505293167
http://www.jstor.org/stable/833014?&Search=yes&searchText=granular&searchText=synthesis&list=hide&searchUri=%2Faction%2FdoBasicSearch%3FQuery%3Dgranular%2Bsynthesis%26acc%3Don%26wc%3Don&prevSearch=&item=3&ttl=195&returnArticleService=showFullText
http://www.jstor.org/stable/833014?&Search=yes&searchText=granular&searchText=synthesis&list=hide&searchUri=%2Faction%2FdoBasicSearch%3FQuery%3Dgranular%2Bsynthesis%26acc%3Don%26wc%3Don&prevSearch=&item=3&ttl=195&returnArticleService=showFullText
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http://www.jstor.org/stable/833014?&Search=yes&searchText=granular&searchText=synthesis&list=hide&searchUri=%2Faction%2FdoBasicSearch%3FQuery%3Dgranular%2Bsynthesis%26acc%3Don%26wc%3Don&prevSearch=&item=3&ttl=195&returnArticleService=showFullText
http://www.jstor.org/stable/833014?&Search=yes&searchText=granular&searchText=synthesis&list=hide&searchUri=%2Faction%2FdoBasicSearch%3FQuery%3Dgranular%2Bsynthesis%26acc%3Don%26wc%3Don&prevSearch=&item=3&ttl=195&returnArticleService=showFullText
http://www.jstor.org/stable/833014?&Search=yes&searchText=granular&searchText=synthesis&list=hide&searchUri=%2Faction%2FdoBasicSearch%3FQuery%3Dgranular%2Bsynthesis%26acc%3Don%26wc%3Don&prevSearch=&item=3&ttl=195&returnArticleService=showFullText
http://www.jstor.org/stable/833014?&Search=yes&searchText=granular&searchText=synthesis&list=hide&searchUri=%2Faction%2FdoBasicSearch%3FQuery%3Dgranular%2Bsynthesis%26acc%3Don%26wc%3Don&prevSearch=&item=3&ttl=195&returnArticleService=showFullText
http://www.jstor.org/stable/833014?&Search=yes&searchText=granular&searchText=synthesis&list=hide&searchUri=%2Faction%2FdoBasicSearch%3FQuery%3Dgranular%2Bsynthesis%26acc%3Don%26wc%3Don&prevSearch=&item=3&ttl=195&returnArticleService=showFullText
http://www.jstor.org/stable/833014?&Search=yes&searchText=granular&searchText=synthesis&list=hide&searchUri=%2Faction%2FdoBasicSearch%3FQuery%3Dgranular%2Bsynthesis%26acc%3Don%26wc%3Don&prevSearch=&item=3&ttl=195&returnArticleService=showFullText
http://www.jstor.org/action/doBasicSearch?Query=au%3A%22Barry+Truax%22&wc=on
http://www.jstor.org/action/doBasicSearch?Query=au%3A%22Barry+Truax%22&wc=on
http://www.jstor.org/stable/1513207?&Search=yes&searchText=granular&searchText=synthesis&list=hide&searchUri=%2Faction%2FdoBasicSearch%3FQuery%3Dgranular%2Bsynthesis%26acc%3Don%26wc%3Don&prevSearch=&item=5&ttl=195&returnArticleService=showFullText
http://www.jstor.org/stable/1513207?&Search=yes&searchText=granular&searchText=synthesis&list=hide&searchUri=%2Faction%2FdoBasicSearch%3FQuery%3Dgranular%2Bsynthesis%26acc%3Don%26wc%3Don&prevSearch=&item=5&ttl=195&returnArticleService=showFullText
http://www.jstor.org/stable/1513207?&Search=yes&searchText=granular&searchText=synthesis&list=hide&searchUri=%2Faction%2FdoBasicSearch%3FQuery%3Dgranular%2Bsynthesis%26acc%3Don%26wc%3Don&prevSearch=&item=5&ttl=195&returnArticleService=showFullText
http://www.jstor.org/stable/1513207?&Search=yes&searchText=granular&searchText=synthesis&list=hide&searchUri=%2Faction%2FdoBasicSearch%3FQuery%3Dgranular%2Bsynthesis%26acc%3Don%26wc%3Don&prevSearch=&item=5&ttl=195&returnArticleService=showFullText
http://www.jstor.org/stable/1513207?&Search=yes&searchText=granular&searchText=synthesis&list=hide&searchUri=%2Faction%2FdoBasicSearch%3FQuery%3Dgranular%2Bsynthesis%26acc%3Don%26wc%3Don&prevSearch=&item=5&ttl=195&returnArticleService=showFullText
http://www.jstor.org/stable/1513207?&Search=yes&searchText=granular&searchText=synthesis&list=hide&searchUri=%2Faction%2FdoBasicSearch%3FQuery%3Dgranular%2Bsynthesis%26acc%3Don%26wc%3Don&prevSearch=&item=5&ttl=195&returnArticleService=showFullText


%26wc%3Don&prevSearch=&item=5&ttl=195&returnArticleService=showFullText - 
Composing with Time-Shifted Environmental Sound, Barry Truax

Introduction to Granular Synthesis
Curtis Roads
Computer Music Journal
Vol. 12, No. 2 (Summer, 1988), pp. 11-13
Published by: The MIT Press
Article Stable URL: http://www.jstor.org/stable/3679937

http://www.jstor.org/discover/10.2307/3679937?
uid=3738032&uid=2134&uid=31327&uid=2&uid=70&uid=3&uid=5910784&uid
=67&uid=31326&uid=75&sid=21101404809957

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Microsound-Curtis-Roads/dp/0262681544/
ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1352319125&sr=8-1 - Micro-sound – Curtis Roads

Listening through the Noise: The Aesthetics of Experimental Electronic Music 

[Paperback] Joanna Demers (Author)

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Listening-through-Noise-Aesthetics-Experimental/
dp/019538766X/ref=sr_1_5?ie=UTF8&qid=1352319184&sr=8-5

On Sonic Art – Trevor Wishart

John Cage – Julia Robinson

Websites/Software:

These websites were accessed during the course of the research project:

http://www.sfu.ca/~truax/gran.html - Truax, Granular synthesis
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http://www.jstor.org/discover/10.2307/3679937?uid=3738032&uid=2134&uid=31327&uid=2&uid=70&uid=3&uid=5910784&uid=67&uid=31326&uid=75&sid=21101404809957
http://www.jstor.org/discover/10.2307/3679937?uid=3738032&uid=2134&uid=31327&uid=2&uid=70&uid=3&uid=5910784&uid=67&uid=31326&uid=75&sid=21101404809957
http://www.jstor.org/discover/10.2307/3679937?uid=3738032&uid=2134&uid=31327&uid=2&uid=70&uid=3&uid=5910784&uid=67&uid=31326&uid=75&sid=21101404809957
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Microsound-Curtis-Roads/dp/0262681544/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1352319125&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Microsound-Curtis-Roads/dp/0262681544/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1352319125&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Microsound-Curtis-Roads/dp/0262681544/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1352319125&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Microsound-Curtis-Roads/dp/0262681544/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1352319125&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=ntt_athr_dp_sr_1?_encoding=UTF8&field-author=Joanna%20Demers&search-alias=books-uk
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http://www.sfu.ca/~truax/gran.html
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http://www.densitygs.com - Density software

http://www.partikkelaudio.com/downloads/hadron-particle-synthesizer - 
hadron collider granular synth

http://www.sfu.ca/~truax/ - Barry truax
http://clang.mat.ucsb.edu/ - Curtis roads

http://clang.mat.ucsb.edu/articles.html - Curtis roads articles on:

Analysis, visualisation, and transformation of audio signals 
using dictionary-based methods.

Bob L. Sturm, Curtis Roads, Aaron McLeran, and John J. 
Shynk. Proceedings of the 2008 International Computer 
Music Conference, Belfast, UK.
ICMC_08_final.pdf

Sound Composition with Pulsars
C.Roads. Journal of Audio Engineering Society., Vol. 49, No. 
3, March 2001, pp. 134 - 147.
SoundCompwithPulsars.pdf

The Art of Articulation: The Electroacoustic Music of Horacio 
Vaggione
C. Roads. Contemporary Music Review., Vol. 24, No. 4/5, 
August/October 2005, pp. 295 – 309.
ArtofArticulationReprint.pdf

The evolution of granular synthesis: an overview of current 
research
C. Roads. Proceedings of International Symposium on The 
Creative and Scientific Legacies of Iannis Xenakis. 2006.
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EvolutionGranSynth_9Jun06.pdf

A comparison of molecular approaches for generating 
sparse and structured multi-resolution representations of 
audio and music signals
B. Sturm, J. J. Shynk, A. McLeran, C. Roads and L. Daudet. 
2008. 
Acoustics08Final.pdf

http://www.granularsynthesis.com 
! !

http://science.nasa.gov/science-news/science-at-nasa/
2012/28sep_earthsong/

- NASA Spacecraft Records 'Earth-song'

Software:

A range of software was tried and tested prior to arriving at the decision to use 
the two final pieces of software selected for the project. These websites/
software were accessed:

AudioMulch - http://www.audiomulch.com

Max - http://cycling74.com/products/max/

MaxforLive

DensityLITE - http://www.densitygs.com 

Density (iPad) - http://www.densitygs.com 
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Borderlands (iPad) - http://www.modulationindex.com - Chris Carlson

HadronDSP - http://www.csounds.com/node/1491

Emission - ftp://ftp.create.ucsb.edu/pub/EmissionControl/

MacPOD - http://thirdmonk.com/MacPOD.html 

Reactor 5 - http://www.native-instruments.com/#/en/products/producer/
reaktor-5/

Creatovox synth
PulsarGenerator

Video

A range of videos were watched during the course of the project - some with a 
focus on granular synthesis and others with an emphasis on the space 
sounds. Although these sounds were not the primary focus of the research, I 
felt it important to have some form of understanding of the topic i was using to 
create the soundscapes.

HARISMA X - IANNIS XENAKIS by Efi Xirou.
Documentary, 64 min. - 2008.

MODE RECORDS

This is a documentary film on the life and work of the composer Iannis 
Xenakis, the architect of sound, whose visionary work reconciles art with 
science.
The film develops in such a way to show how Xenakis's philosophy, 
architectural experience, mathematics and political background morph into 
music and how physical phenomena are transformed into musical expression.
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Iannis Xenakis' multidimensional work is presented through excerpts of his 
musical compositions, his architectural work, his interviews and archive 
material from Oresteia and Polytopes, the grand spectacles of sound and 
light. 

The camera follows the musicians Francis-Marie Uitti, Lori Freedman, 
Elisabeth Chojnacka, Christophe Roy and Benny Sluchin. They are 
performing, specifically for this film, such works as Charisma, Naama Nomos 
Alpha and Keren. The venues they are performing are: Delphoi, La Tourette 
Convent and Xenakis' house in Paris.
The film includes interviews of Françoise Xenakis, Mâkhi Xenakis, Georges 
Aperghis, Curtis Roads, François-Bernard Mâche, Sharon Kanach, Makis 
Solomos, Gérard Pape, Elisabeth Chojnacka, Giorgos Koumendakis and 
Roviros Manthoulis, Spyros Tsouvelis, Mosha Theologitou.

MODE Records : 
Category:
Music
License:
Standard YouTube License

http://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLDz20OSObZitKHSkmxe-5NXZPfj5grpGb 
- YouTube playlist - (examples which were looked at)

Jodcast - Sounds Of Space - another excellent audio documentary about the 
sounds the universe makes - a transcript and audio recording of which can be 
found on the DVD in: 
< 2 Audio /  2 Audio Lectures >

Gresham College - The sounds of the universe - an excellent audio 
documentary about the sounds the universe makes - a transcript and audio 
recording of which can be found on the DVD in: 
< 2 Audio /  2 Audio Lectures >
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http://www.synthtopia.com/content/2012/10/17/borderlands-granular-
synthesizer-for-ipad-now-available/#more-43546 - iPad granular synthesis

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ajdRGF5NHIs - Ep 1/2/3 - Motherboard - 
Granular Synthesis - Curtis Roads
A superb video documnentary which looks at some basics of granular 
synthesis and how Curtis Roads has applied it within his work. This can be 
found on the DVD in:
< 3 Video >

Janna Levin: The sound the universe makes - ted - www.ted.com - this 
particular video lecture focuses on the sounds the universe makes and 
influenced the sounds and composition created. This can be found on the 
DVD in:
< 3 Video >

Artists

Dennis Gabor - Gabor Matrix
Iannis Xenakis
Horacio Vaggione
John Cage
Wishart
Karlheinz Stockhausen
Bernard Parmegiani (De natura sonorum 1975)
Barry Truax
p.16 - Microsounds - Kaler quote
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Essay Structure:

A rough outline and plan of the initial essay structure and plan for research - 
along with notes.

• Aims of research - see above

• What is particle synthesis?
• Time scales - from the infinite to infinitesimal

• Infinite
• Supra
• Macro
• Meso
• Sound Object
• Micro
• Sample
• Subsample
• Infinitesimal

• Changing the perspective of time flow

• John Cage “Where people had felt the necessity to stick sounds together to 
make a continuity, we felt the necessity to get rid of the glue so that sounds 
would be themselves” (Cage 1959) - Microsounds

• Sound mass/clouds (meso structure) - Gyorgy Ligetis Volumina for organ 
(1962), Atmospheres (1961) and Lux Aeterna (1966)

• Dennis Smalley - Spectromorphology

• Particles/micro-events
• Xenakis tape compositions Concret (1958), Bohor I (1962), 

Persepolis (1971). 
• Wishart (1994) (p.29 - microsounds) - evolving textures
• Stockhausen (1957)
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• Bernard Parmegiani - De natura sonorum (1975)

• Sound Objects - Pierre Schaeffer - musique concrete. Sound objects can be 
divided into micro states through granular synthesis.

• What is musique concrete?

• Sound object morphology - Pierre Schaeffer - Traites des objects musicaux 
(1977) - Morphologie and typologie des objets sonores - looks and the 
shapes and evolution of sounds. From scientific terms - study and form and 
structure (John Dack - middlesex uni)

• 3 dimensions
• Harmonic (spectrum)
• Dynamic (amplitude)
• Melodic (pitch)

• Micro-events - Very short, near threshold of perception - intertwines with 
brain functions, cognition and emotion. Hearing operates at various 
timescales. 

• Process different frequencies differently - Audition (1992) Bauser and 
Imbert - below 200ms, different modes of hearing come into play

• In dense portions of the milky way, stellar images appear to overlap, 
giving the effect of a near-continuous sheet of light...the effect is a grand 
illusion. In reality the sky is remarkably empty. Of the volume of space 
only 1 part in 10(21) [one part in a quintillion] is filled with stars - (Kaler 
1997)

• The illusion of sound is made up from many particles e.g. if impulses are 
played back less than 200ms, the first will mask the second, giving the 
illusion of continuous tone (forward masking)

• How to view micro-time - auditory microscopes (gran synths)
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• 1940’s - Dennis Gabor - all sounds, even continuous tones are made 
from a succession of particles of acoustical energy

• Herbert Bruns Sawdust program, late 1970s. Came from Cologne school 
of serial composition, in which the interplay between macro and micro 
sounds was a central aesthetic theme (Stockhausen 1957; Koenig 1959; 
Maconie 1989)

• Ianis Xenakis (1992) - Sieve Theory. The idea is to construct waveforms 
from fragments

• How far can sounds be divided up into grains and samples - Hawking 
and Primrose (1996) time in the universe is not infinitely divisible, no 
changes can be faster than the quantum changes of state in subatomic 
particles, which occurs close to the Planck Scale (sample rate of the 
universe?)

• Musical structure can exist “outside of time” (Xenakis 1971) e.g. 
databases of sounds, piano keys, etc

• Particle Theory - Albert Einstein predicted and verified in 1913 - ultrasonic 
vibrations at atomic level acoustical quanta or phonons

• Edgard Varese “Every tone is a complex entity made up from elements in 
various ordered ways....in other words, every tone is a molecule of 
music, and as such can be disassociated into component sonar 
atoms...” (Varese 1940)

• Scientific Development of quantum theory of sounds was done by 
Dennis Gabor (1946, 1947, 1952)

• Gabor Matrix - also developed the “Kinematical Frequency 
convertor” (1946) - mid 1940’s sound granulator with a 16mm projector 
system which allowed him to experiment with pitch-time shifting 
experiments - which allowed changing of pitch of a sound without 
changing duration or vice versa (Microsounds, p.61)

• Pierre Schaeffer & Jacques Poullin created the Phonogéne

• Discuss how these work (p.61)
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• Xenakis - looked at developments of science and technology alongside 
his musical composition and music theories. 

• Orchestral composition - Metastasis (1954) - particulated sound 
textures

• Concret PH (1958) - electroacoustical composition
• To create the textures for this he mixed recordings of burning 

wood embers cut into 1 second fragments and slightly 
manipulated. Splicing of magnetic tape, tape speed change, and 
mixing - sound sculpture rather than mathematical.

• Analogique B - granular sounds produced by recording of sine tones 
emitted onto tape, then cut into fragments - graphic score

• He termed “grains of sound” (Xenakis 1960) - first musician to form 
compositional theory for sound grains

• Analog Pulse generators. Created using a circuit called multivibrator 
(impulse and square waves)

• Used as early as 1928 in music - Rene Bertrand's Dynaphone. 
Stockhausen and Koenig worked with these in 1950s at Cologne studio

• Stockhausen -Kontakte (1960) - based on this
• Stockhausen's “Temporal Theory” (microsounds p.71)

• Stockhausen's “...how time passes...” (1957)

Reece Chatham/Jan Finder

Granular Synthesis

“To stubbornly conditioned ears, anything new in music has always been 
called noise. But after all, what is music but organised noise?” Edgard Varese 
(1962) - 3 piece music

• What is granular synthesis? Created from sounds grains that are near the 
threshold of human hearing (from 1 to 100ms). Each grain contains a 
waveform shaped by an amplitude envelope. By combining thousands 
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togehter over time you create animated sonic atmospheres created in a 
grain generator (synth)

• Look at different forms of GS

• Grain duration effects - 4 types of duration - each will have different effects:
1. Constant - all the same
2. Time-varying - all vary in time
3. Random - random between pre-determined lengths
4. Parameter-dependent - tied to freq. period

• Grain waveform effects - color type (Roads 1991):
1. Monochrome - single waveform
2. polychrome - two or more
3. transchrome - evolves from one to the other over time

• Implementation - how have others/myself implemented this technique/
technology?

• Examples of mine and others experiments

• Evolving soundscapes (Fornari, Shellard)

• Composing with real-time granular sound (barry truax)

• Astro-dub morphologies(George & piva 2010)

• Composing with time shifted environmental sounds ( truax 1992)

• What is sonification and creative uses (be-tal, berger 2004)

• State of the art in sound texture synthesis (Schwarz 2011)

• GS in composition

• Aesthetics of GS

• Conclusion
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